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TCSJOHNHUXLEY set to excite visitors with new innovations at G2E Asia 

 

TCSJOHNHUXLEY the leading edge supplier of end to end live gaming solutions will debut some exciting 

new additions to its portfolio at the forthcoming G2E Asia show, held in Macau from 15-17 May.  

 

The introduction of GFL Bonusing Rewards unlocks the potential of progressive and mystery jackpots, 

providing an exciting twist to the existing Bonusing system. The powerful progressive system allows 

operators to configure bespoke event-driven and mystery jackpots via a secure centrally controlled 

platform. With the ability to intelligently customise games and provide multiple jackpots, the increased 

chances of winning keep players at the table for longer and casinos achieve the best hold possible. Now 

with the addition of GFL Bonusing Rewards, operators can utilise casino promotion budgets to fund 

mystery jackpots, creating an exciting ‘in it to win it’ prize pool which sits independent of the base game.  

 

Rebecca Kingswell, Managing Director APAC comments, “We are excited to introduce the addition of 

GFL Bonusing Rewards to our platform. By providing operators with the ability to offer a highly 

configurable system that allow players the chance to win casino funded prize pools by just taking part in 

the game, is a compelling draw for any anyone.” 

 

G2E Asia sees a new addition to the Qorex Electronic Gaming Solutions range.  The ergonomically 

designed Qorex Terminal now has a smaller 23” cabinet in addition to the existing 27” version. Powered 

by the GFL Gaming module which provides exciting live and automated game content, the new 23” 

cabinet incorporates all the features of the original larger terminal, but has been designed to provide a 

more compact footprint – ideal when space is at a premium or there’s a restriction on the number of 

tables.  Available in a variety of configurations including Stand Alone, Back to Back, Carousel and 

Stadium, the power and flexibility of Qorex continues to grow.   

 

TCSJOHNHUXLEY will also be showcasing the patented Blaze LED Surface Technology which has been 

lighting up casino floors around the world. Blaze excites players and improves game speed with its vibrant 

animations and clear game state prompts. Now available with even higher resolution graphics that provide 

the ability to create detailed and powerful animations, Blaze is once again set to create a real buzz.  

 

To see these exciting new offerings and the rest of the product portfolio, visit booth 1241 where the 

TCSJOHNHUXLEY Asia team will be looking forward to welcoming you.  

 

For further information contact: 

Tracy Cohen, Director of Marketing - tracy.cohen@tcsjohnhuxley.com  
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